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Abstract
The discovery (Bonfiglio et al 2005 Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 145001) of electrostatic fields playing a crucial
role in establishing plasmamotion in the flux conversion and dynamoprocesses in reversed field
pinches is revisited. In order to further elucidate the role of the electrostatic fields, aflux rope
configuration susceptible to the kink instability is numerically studiedwith anMHDcode. Simulated
nonlinear evolution of the kink instability is found to confirm the crucial role of the electrostatic fields.
A new insight is gained on the special function of the electrostatic fields: they lead the plasma towards
the reconnection site at themode resonant surface.Without this step the plasma column could not
relax to its nonlinear state, since no other agent is present to perform this role.While the inductive
field generated directly by the kink instability is the dominant flowdriver, the electrostatic field is
found to allow themotion in the vicinity of the reconnection region.

Introduction

The question addressed in the present letter is one on the fundamental behavior of plasmas: what is the
mechanism enablingmotion during a topological restructuring of themagnetic field surfaces in a plasma?

It would seemnatural that if themagnetic field is changing structure, theMaxwell’s equations would
produce an induction electric field (via Faraday’s law  ´ = ¶ ¶tE B , with E, B and t representing electric
field,magnetic field and time, respectively) responsible for the neededmotion. In an ideal (i.e. without collisions
or other dissipative processes) plasma, there is an elementary relationship between electric fields andmotions,
governed byOhm’s law, = ´E v B, with v representing fluid velocity. The inductive electric field generated by
the variation of themagnetic field can create a plasma flowdirectly viaOhm’s law. It is worth recalling that the
idealOhm’s law can be derived from the electronmomentum equation in the limit of small electronmass and no
dissipations [1].

The electric field is a vector field and as any vector field it can be split in two parts. Thefirst part is the
inductive (or electromagnetic)part that is discussed above.Mathematically it is defined as the part of the electric
field that is divergence free ( =· E 0). Its curl is given by the variation of themagnetic field. The second part is
electrostatic andmathematically it is defined as the part that is curl free ( ´ =E 0). The source of electrostatic
fields is net charge, r, via theGauss theorem ( r =· E ). Amathematical theorem assures that such a split
between a curl-free and a div-free part always exists and is unique [2]. The ´E B drift has both electromagnetic
and electrostatic component, respectively:

j´ =
¶
¶

´ -  ´ ( )
t

E B
A

B B, 1

with A andj standing for vector and scalar potential, respectively.
Awell knownproperty of plasmas is their abhorrence of free charges: a free charge in plasmawithout fast

particles is shieldedwithin the distance calledDebye length [1]. As a consequence, with the exception of surface
perturbations limitedwithin a distance proportional to theDebye length, all free charges are shielded and the
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bulk of the plasma remains nearly neutral, a condition referred to in the plasma literature as plasma
quasineutrality.

However, quasineutrality is still not complete neutrality. Transient situations can lead to the violation of the
complete neutrality and sizeable charge build up can arise leading to electrostatic fields that are no longer
localizedwithin theDebye length of a plasma surface. So the question comes back, would a transient that is
electromagnetic in nature lead only to inductive electric fields orwould the electrostatic field also be present?
Bonfiglio et al [3] presented simulation evidence to prove that during the flux conversion and dynamoprocesses
involved in the formation of the reversed field pinche (RFP) equilibria, it is electrostatic and not inductive
electric fields that play themost important role in plasmamotions.More recently, Jardin et al [4] used the same
electrostatic dynamo idea to explain the ‘magnetic flux pumping’ enabling stationary nonsawtoothing ‘hybrid’
discharges in the tokamak [5].

We attempt here to investigate what role the electrostatic part of thefield plays. To do sowe focus on the kink
instability as a paradigm for a number of processes in plasmas. Kinkmodes are key in space and astrophysical
plasmas [6–8] and in the evolution of fusion devices [9]. For example, in the RFP fusion device [3, 10] tearing and
kinkmodes lead to a dynamoprocess that sustains the poloidal flux and thefield reversal. The advantage of
studying a pure instability rather than considering the full RFP evolution is the relatively simpler topology that
allows one to follow in detail the topological changes of themagnetic surfaces and to investigate the role of the
electrostatic field in a simpler configuration. The analysis presented here focuses on a time corresponding to the
overshoot of kinetic energy because the overshoot corresponds to themoment the kink instability ismost active.

Model description

Weconsider a simplemathematicalmodel of aflux rope based on the textbook screw pinch[11]. Themagnetic
field expression in cylindrical q( )r z, , coordinates is:

=
+

= =q ( )B
B r

r w
B B, 1, 0 2z r

0
2 2

representing the helicalmagnetic fieldwith helical pitch determined by the amplitude of the θ component (i.e.
byB0), with r andw radial distance and pinch radius, respectively. Themagnetic field is not force free and is in
balancewith the plasma pressure: m= +( )p B w r w20

2 2
0

2 2 2, with m0 magnetic permeability. Since the
pressure, p, is equal to r=p kT , with k andTBoltzmann constant and temperature, respectively, the freedom in
the relative choice of the density and temperature is used to choose the temperature and density of the same
profile: r = =kT p . The plasma column is surrounded by ideal walls at a radius of =R w5 . Periodic
boundary conditions are applied at the ends of the z axis (z= 0 and =z Lz). This configuration has been
previously used to study the saturation of the kinkmode [12]with the goal of comparing the simulated results
with experimentalmeasurements on the reconnection scaling experiment [13–15].

All simulations are carried out using the FLIP3D-MHDcode[16] based on the standard visco-resistive
MHDmodel (including the energy equation). The resistivity, η, is chosen according to the Spitzer’s law [17]:
h h= -T0

3 2. Normalized units based on the pinch radiusw and on the Alfvén speed vA in the axialfieldBz are
used. To express the reference resistivity we use the Lundquist number defined as h=S v wA 0 and to express the
uniform viscosity we use the Reynolds number defined as n= v wRe s where and vs is the sound speed. In the
run shown below, =S 103, =Re 103 and =B 10 .

Results

To investigate the different influences of the inductive and electrostatic fields, specific diagnostics is introduced.
The diagnostics computes the electric field and determines its divergence to compute from it the electrostatic
component (figure 1) . The approach as in [3] is adopted, i.e. the electrostatic part of the electric field is
computed by taking the divergence of the full electric field computed from theMHDequations, and theGauss’
law is inverted to obtain the electrostatic field.

The initial configuration is chosen to be unstable to the kinkmode (i.e. the initial current exceeds the
Kruskal–Shafranov limit [9]). The linear part of the evolution is found to be in good agreement with the linear
theory. In the nonlinear saturation the dominantmode is atm=2 and n=1, as it is well predicted by the so-
called bubble theory [12, 18].While the initial kinkmode is ideal in nature, its nonlinear evolution and final
relaxation depend crucially on resistive processes allowing reconnection of thefield lines. The overall qualitative
description of the kink evolution is described in textbooks [19] and has been studied previously for the same
initial condition described here [12]. Figure 1 reports thefinal state of the system at the end of the simulation. In
this studywe focus entirely on the investigation of the electrostatic fields.
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Figure 2 presents the kinetic energy of the plasmaflowgenerated by the kink instability as a function of time.
The three components, radial, tangential and axial are presented in the three panels. For each of the components
the electrostatic contribution is depicted as a solid line and the total component (sumof the inductive and
electrostatic field) as a dashed line. As can be seen, in the case of the tangential and axial component, the
electrostatic flowhas a small contribution. For the radialflow, the electrostatic component provides a crucial
contribution, being on average about 50%of the total.

The non-electrostatic component of the flow is due to the electromagnetic potential as shown by equation 1.
Formost of the evolution, themotion of the plasma is Alfvénic and the dominant source of the electric field is the
variation of B in time via Faraday’s law. Still, in the radial direction, which is directly responsible for the
displacement of the current off-axis, a trademark feature of the kink instability, the electrostatic field plays a
significant role.

Figure 3 presents the total radial speedUr (panel (a)), its ´( )E B r drift part (panel (b)) and its electrostatic
component, j-  ´( )B r (panel (c)). In the resistiveOhm’s law, the resistive term hJ can itself be responsible
for plasmamotions. However, comparison of panels (a) and (b) offigure 3 yields evidence that this contribution
is negligible. Instead, approaching themode resonant surface, defined as the surface where the safety factor
equals to the themode number [18], the electrostatic field provides basically the only contribution to theflow, as
in that region j- ´( )B r is equal to thewholeUr.

The presence and consequences of reconnection is better appreciated if the physical quantities are shown in
the q( )r, planewhere the cylindrical geometry of the problem is straightened into a planar representation. The
horizontal direction is the poloidal angle and the vertical direction is the radius. The results are shown for the
central plane =z L 2z . Figure 4 shows some relevant quantities during the phase when reconnection develops
on the dominantmode resonant surface (m=2, n=1). The intersection of the dominantmode resonant
surfacewith the plane of representation is shown as a thickwhite curve. The helical flux surfaces are shown as
thin black lines. An x-point (it is an x-line once the axial direction is considered) has formed indicative of where
reconnection develops. The helicalflux surfaces are pushed towards the reconnection line. As a consequence of
thismotion, the plasma columnmoves from the center outwards. Furthermore, an inverted current develops
around the reconnection site to provide the resistive termneeded to allow reconnection. Finally, as a byproduct
of the topological change,magnetic energy is converted into heat, shown infigure 4 as regions of higher
temperature in the outflow from the reconnection site.

Figure 1. False color representation of the net charge. Gray lines representmagnetic field lines in theflux rope.Magneticfield lines are
twisted and superimposed in the volume, rendering the net chargemeasured as  · E.
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Tohighlightmore clearly the physics in the reconnection region, figure 5 shows a composite representation
of the plasma streamlines (black lines), of the helicalflux surfaces (magenta lines) and of the electrostatic
potential (false color). As can be observed, the streamlines drive the plasma towards the reconnection site and
then away from it. In the blue and red regions corresponding to the extrema of the potential, the streamlines
become equipotential, an indication that theflow is determined by the electrostatic field. But away from the
reconnection site, the plasma drift becomes essentially electromagnetic. This is consistent with the outflowbeing
essentially Alfvènic, where the inflow is at amuch reduced speed. Alfvènic flows can easily create variation of the
magnetic field rapid enough to create a sizeable electric field via Faraday’s law.However, slow inflows need to
rely on the electrostatic field to create the needed inflow speed.

Discussion and conclusions

The nature of the plasmaflow can be electrostatic or electromagnetic or a sumof the two. Since the kink
instability is amacroscopic displacement of themagnetic surface, the fundamental large scale plasmamotions
also have to be electromagnetic. However, the results of the above presented simulations show thatwhile the
overallmotion is indeed electromagnetic in its nature, themotion of the plasma near the reconnection region is
purely electrostatic. This is a rather peculiar property, the reconnection itself being an electromagnetic process in
which themagnetic field is intrinsically dynamical. Since the inductive electricfield is in the helical direction,
normal to the plane of reconnection, the electric field needed tomove the plasma in the reconnection plane
towards the reconnection site is instead electrostatic.

ResistiveMHDprovides amacroscopic description of the electrostatic field needed to allow themotion
required for the plasma to react to the kink instability. Based on theMHD, one can predict howmuch of the
electrostatic field is needed to satisfy thismacroscopic constraint. In reality, electrostatic field is created by the
charge separation via the Poisson equation.While theMHDequations provide themacroscopic constraints to

Figure 2.Kinetic energy as a function of time in each of the three directions: (a) radial, (b) tangential and (c) axial. The electrostatic
contribution in each of the directions is representedwith a solid line, while the total kinetic energy is represented with a dashed line.
Kinetic enegy is obtained from theflow speed components u, v andw as an integral of the + +( )u v w 22 2 2 over the domain of the
mass density.
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Figure 3.Velocity at time t =t 66.7A corresponding to the phasewhen the plasma is carried across themode resonant surface by
reconnection. False color representation of: (a) radial velocity,Ur, (b) radial component of the ´ BE drift, (c) electrostatic
contribution j- ´ B to the drift in the radial direction. The intersection of themode resonant surfacewith the plane of thefigure is
shown as a thick black line and the eventual saturation level is shown by amagenta line [12].
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Figure 4.Data shown in the q( )r, plane at time t =t 66.7A . False color representation of: (a) temperature, (b) axial current, (c)
density. The intersection of themode resonant surfacewith the plane of thefigure is shown as a thickwhite line.
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the Poisson equation, on a smaller scale plasma has to self-organize in order to respond to such amacroscopic
constraint by creating local charge separation. A fully kinetic or at least twofluidmodel needs to be utilized to
investigate further the nature of such charge separation.
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